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Jerimul
Angel, Throne
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N/A
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None
Sylvia Browne and Doreen Virtue describe them

Biographical Information:

Mother God’s Army: The Thrones by Sylvia Browne
The ninth phylum on the angel chart, the Thrones, are the fighters among the angel phyla. They’re Azna’s
army, and like Her, they carry a sword. If we think that only Azna comes when we call Her, we’re very much
mistaken. Francine says that she doesn’t think she’s ever seen Azna come to our aid without a group or a
minion of Thrones in tow. They trail to the sides of Her, in front of Her, in back of Her— all around Her. Azna
has control of, or is the central figure of, all the angels. Wherever Azna goes, angels follow. The Thrones are
Her babies— you might say, Her army— and they’ll always be with Her regardless of how many other angels
are present. She doesn’t utilize the Principalities much, as they’re designated to Father God, but Azna has
been known to have Archangels, Virtues, Angels, and all the other phyla accompanying Her. She’s even been
known to get the Carrions to come with Her. She utilizes them to surround dark entities to negate their
influence. As I said in an earlier chapter, we also can utilize Carrions in this manner if we call on them to help
us.
Azna is the one who deals with negativity in creation, and the Thrones help Her fight and banish the darkness.
Francine uses the analogy of Joan of Arc to describe Azna. Being pure emotion, Azna uses Her army of Thrones
to follow behind Her, brandishing their swords to cut through darkness. Azna is known as the emotional
Mother God, protecting Her creations like a mother protects her children. The Thrones emanate this same
quality and are active in fighting against negative energy and entities. They’re very powerful, and no darkness
can stand against them. Their anima is the elephant, which relates to their size as well as to the protective
aspect of elephants to their young. Their element is air, which is all-encompassing and found everywhere.
Their stone is gold, again relating to purity and royalty; and their wings are purplish white, the color of royalty
and power.
Angels have the strength to put out fires, help us in times of great physical danger, and also— what we often
fail to realize— in times of emotional distress. Divorce, loss of loved ones . . . no category of life is too
complicated for an angel to tackle.
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